
 

FINRA Exams 
 

 
The second tip in the series relating to information Mike found most notable during the recent Principals 
Meeting in Omaha relates to FINRA Exams. 
 
FINRA identifies and announces their exam priorities each year.  For 2019 the list includes: 

Looking at the business model : 
They view the independent contractor model through a different lens than wirehouse brokers. 
What is the product mix being recommended by the investment professional?  Do you have client 
portfolios that are 20% REITs/private placements/limited partnerships and/or a high percentage of 
Variable Annuities?  Portfolios with a lot of components that are considered complex investments  are 
going to garner attention from a regulator. 

Identifying Risky Reps: 
Are there any personal credit issues? 
Does a review of Compliance history raise any red flags? 
How much of product mix is considered complex products? 

OBA’s: 
Disclosure of Outside Business Activities has made this list for a number of years now.  You are required 
to review your OBA attestations annually within the Compliance Questionnaire tab.  If you have not 
done this, please take a few moments to knock this off your list by reviewing all current OBAs to confirm 
that they are active, delete if inactive, and declare anything that was previously overlooked.  If you are 
unsure as to whether your civic involvement counts as an OBA, reach out to our office to review. 

Alternative Investment Transactions: 
Limited Partnerships and REITs have additional suitability requirements to consider.  In some instances 
there will be product specific requirements pertaining to income and net worth.  Some products are 
only available to sophisticated investors.  In order to sell these products reps are also required to 
complete product specific training 5 days prior to presenting an approved product to an eligible client.  If 
a client wants to participate in an alternative investment transaction for a product that is not approved 
by SAI, reps cannot offer advice on that transaction.  Reps cannot solicit client participation in any 
security not approved by SAI, regardless of classification.  Alternative Investment Transactions for 
eligible clients must have clear documentation detailing a review and understanding of the elevated 
factors associated with the product choice. 

Senior Investors and the products they purchase: 
Again, there was a reference to sales of VAs with an emphasis that FINRA does not consider these 
appropriate for many senior investors.  Regardless of the product mix being presented to a senior 
investor you need to pay attention to their cognitive ability.  Do they understand their financial 
situation?  Do they understand the role their investment choices play in their financial situation?  Have 
they engaged another family member/friend in the review process with you?  Have they identified a 
contact person for you to reach out to if, at any time in the future, you have any concerns about their 
mental stability? 

Certain lower producers: 
FINRA noted that particular attention is paid to lower producers whose business model contains a high 
percentage of risky investments.  It is their position that lower producers may be more prone to sell 



higher commissioned and higher risk products in an effort to generate a desired income level.  The focus 
falls on lower producers who sell VA’s, private securities transactions, options and/or have a high 
percentage of senior clients.  If this is your niche make sure you have sufficient documentation to show 
that your recommendations are sound choices for your client, not just an income source for yourself.  

C-Share conversion: 
As more fund families implement an automatic conversion process so that the client is holding the most 
cost efficient share class it creates a spotlight to review transactions from one fund C share to another 
fund C share right before it is set to auto convert to an A.  Also in that spotlight will be C shares moving 
to Managed accounts to avoid the reduction in income to the rep. 
 
Identification of exam priorities is only one piece of the process.  FINRA uses a system called Blotter 
Analytics to evaluate which branches to audit.  A yes in certain categories obviously will move you up 
the rankings whereas no answers will move you down the list.  Review the list of variables below and 
gauge whether you are a contender for a FINRA audit. 

Complaints 
Credit history issues 
Complex products (FINRA considers VA’s a complex product) 
1031 exchanges (the FINRA representative spent several minutes on this, indicating there will be 

extra scrutiny if you sold the first product) 
UITs being sold early 
Wire transfers (to review for potential money laundering) 
Address changes 
Rep access to client funds 

 
If you are selected for an audit FINRA’s rep questionnaire is the first thing they will ask for prior to the 
actual audit.  For those who came from NPC you were introduced to this document in 2015.  FINRA 
indicated the responses on this questionnaire have trapped more people than anything else.  Since 
many of the questions on the FINRA questionnaire mirror compliance standards within the BD this 
should never be the case if you are diligently addressing your compliance requirements on an ongoing 
basis.  Again, if you are ever in doubt as to whether something needs to be done, declared, 
documented, don’t spend a lot of time second guessing.  Call Mike. 
 
Finally, a couple of warnings FINRA shared with the group: 

“Because that’s what the client wanted” is not credible to them.  Regardless of what you are 
proposing, there is a need to demonstrate clear and convincing benefit to the client to execute the 
recommendation.  They need to understand what they are buying and/or giving up. 

In conjunction with last week’s tip focusing on VA purchases, please take note that the same 
scrutiny is going to apply to liquidation of VA products in order to purchase anything else.  What has 
changed that negates their need for the product they originally purchased?  Why do they no longer 
need any applicable riders that they paid additional fees for?  Are you going to provide a broader benefit 
to the client at a lower cost to them?  Does the exchange represent a cost savings to them as a result of 
a reduction in the fee to yourself?  Regulators are looking for clear and compelling evidence that the 
client will be better off after the transaction is executed. 
 
To paraphrase the FINRA representative, “If you never want to be audited, use Third Party Asset 
Managers, sell  A- shares, pay your bills on time and don’t have any client complaints.” 
 
 
As always, please reach out to our office if you have any questions. 


